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PETICION: Hon Sr. MIGUEL A. PACHECO MERCADO
Policía de Puerto Rico, Guanica PR

We seek:

 The enforcement of the existing laws regarding the level of volume and hours
involving loud music and microphones with D-jays at the bar El Ancla Flotate and the
AEELA building.

 The ordinance against glass bottles on the streets and beach is also ignored and many
of these bottles end up in the sea, around the Malecon and in the streets.

 We have an issue with the unlimited number of people allowed on a small beach that
has no bathrooms.  This lack of bathrooms has resulted in make-shift bathrooms on
the rocks and bushes around the beaches and leads to contaminated water and
closure of the beach.

 We are also concerned about the abandonment of large numbers of dogs at the
beach who are left to starve and die.

 Finally, can the owners or banks of the abandoned buildings and restaurants be made
the board them up and maintain the properties?

 We the residents of Salinas Providencia ( Playa Santa ), Guánica are asking for your
help in restoring decent living conditions to our community.  We are asking for no
new laws;  only enforcement of existing law.
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